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APPENDIX

We have calculated the average angle of dispersion for mesons
emitted in the collision of two nucleons if the mesons are produced
in the center-of-mass system of 6e two nucleons with a single
energy and an angular distribution corresponding to the 2nth
power of the sin or cos.

P=velocity of meson in c-of-m system.
t4= velocity of c-of-m system.
IS= angle of meson emission in c-of-m system.
ti'=angle of meson emission in laboratory system.

We assume a distribution in the center-of-mass system

if E(e) cosine sinede,

then,

coss'thP(8) sin8d8 cos~8 sin8d8,
O 0

f(8) tan 'D1 Ps') —sin8/(Ps/P)+cos85

This expression can be integrated exactly

(v/2)+(v/2)(1/Ps)(1/oi —os)EG(oi) G(~s)5 Po&P,
1('= (v/2)(1/Po)(1/ns nl)LG(at) —G(as)5 Pp&P

ol, s=(1/Psp) {1+5(t—Po')(1 —P')5 I

Po 1 3. .(2n—1) e
G(a) = ——a+1 af +)cP ~+ +

P 2 4. .2n (e'—1)&

We can imd P for a distribution, sin~8, from the corresponding
cos8 moments, For instance,

f(sin'8) =$L3$(a=0)—P(cos'8) 5.
For the case n=0 (spherical symmetry)

P=Lt-(1-P)'5(t-p.*)t/Pp. Po&p,
l L1—(1—Po') t5/Ppo I Po &P

To obtain the curves of Fig. 4, we have assumed various total
energieS, e, fOr the meSOnS in the Center-Of-maSS SyStem. ASSurrtirtg
then a given nucleon total energy, Uo, (laboratory system), we
and the velocity of the center-of-mass, P(),

1—Po~= 2'~/(Uo+Mc~), M is the nucleon mass.

We Gnd the total energy available in the center-of-mass system
and divide by the meson energy to obtain the multiplicity, Mo

Ms = [2Mc'(Us+Ms') 1 2Mc'5/—e,
e =w,c'/(1 —P) & =amc',

m =meson mass.

The values of f for the ds/s spectrum are obtained by an
integration of the above expressions for lI over the center-of-mass
meson energy. The resulting curves of Ms ss P are shown in
Fig. 4.
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A Search for Cosmic-Ray Diurnal Effects at Balloon Altitudes
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In two balloon Sghts in Minnesota a search was made for diurnal effects in the cosmic radiation at
altitudes above 50,000 feet. Measurements were made simultaneously of the total ionizing radiation,
y-radiation in the energy range of approximately 0.75 to 5 Mev, and fast neutrons. The ionizing radiation
and y-radiation component was measured by means of a central horizontal counter tube surrounded by a
closely packed ring of horizontal counters. Coincidences between the central counter and the outer ring
determined the ionizing radiation, while anticoincidences gave the intensity of the p-radiation. The neutron
Qux was measured by two BFs counters, one Med with enriched BFI, mounted side by side in a vertical
paraf5n cylinder eight inches in diameter surrounded by Cd. One Bight was launched at 12:30 A.M. LCT
and remained aloft until 8:30 A.M. The other flight was launched at 6M P.M. and landed at 1040 P.M.
No diurnal eBects were observed. The statistical accuracy of this measurement is on the order of 1 percent
for the total ionizing radiation, 3 percent for the y-radiation, and 2 percent for the neutron measurement.

I. INTRODUCTION

HE possible existence of a diurnal variation in the
cosmic-ray intensity is of considerable interest,

since it bears both on the matter of a permanent solar
magnetic moment' and on the energy spectrum of the
primary cosm. ic radiation. A solar magnetic moment of
adequate magnitude to account for the apparent "knee"
in the cosmic-ray latitude curve' should also give rise

~ P. M. S. Blackett, Phil. Nag. 40, 125 (1949).
I L. Jkaossy, Z. Physik 194, 430 (1937).

to an appreciable diurnal effect.&4 Measurements of
this efFect may provide evidence to aid in the resolution
of the present doubtful status of the solar moment. If
the absence of a diurnal efFect can be established, some
other mechanism will be required to explain an energy
cut-o8' at high latitudes.

The relatively low energy particles of 3 Bev or less
which would be affected by the solar Geld contribute
very little to the intensity at ground level. These

' M. Vallarta, Nature 139, 839 (1937).
P. 3. Epstein, Phys. Rev. 53, 862 (1938).
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particles would also be excluded by the earth's magnetic
6eld at low latitudes. From this it appears that meas-
urements at high altitude and at least intermediate
latitude should be most favorable to the detection of
this variation.

%e carried out a search for the diurnal eGect at
balloon altitudes in Minnesota (magnetic latitude 56')
in June of 1949. Identical equipment was carried in
each of two balloon Qights, the 6rst of which was
launched at 12:30A.M. and remained aloft to 8:30 A.M.
local civil time. The second Qight was Qown from
6:00 p.M. to 10:00 p.M. local civil time. Measurements
were made of the intensity of the total ionizing radia-
tion, of gamma-radiation in the energy range 75 kev to
5 Mev, and of fast neutrons. No diurnal variation was
found in any of the three measurements. The statistical
probable error for the total ionizing particle measure-
ment was of the order of 1 percent, for the gamma-
radiation of the order of 3 percent and for the neutrons
about 2 percent.

II. EXPEMMENTAL APPARATUS

Figure 1 shows the Geiger counter arrangement used
for measuring the total ionizing particle intensity and
the intensity of the gamma-radiation. This is similar
to that used by Perlow' in rocket experiments. It
consisted of a single horizontal counter (A) surrounded

by a closely packed ring (B) of kve counters in parallel.
A particle penetrating the center counter resulted in a
coincidence (A B) between the center counter and the
outer ring. An anticoincidence (A —B), in which the
center counter was discharged but no counter in the
outer ring was discharged, would result from a gamma-
ray in the energy range 75 kev to 5 Mev approximately.

Figure 2 shows a cross section of the neutron counter.
The two proportional counters 1 and 2 were physically
identical. Counter 1 was 6lled to 25 cm pressure with
BF3 enriched to 96 percent of B' . Counter 2 was 6lled
to the same pressure with normal BF3. The counters
were sealed with paraf6n into a removable aluminum
cylinder as shown to provide for interchangeability of
the counters. The large parafBn cylinder, 8 inches in
diameter, was covered with sheet cadmium to stop
thermal neutrons. The two counters, di8ering only in
the concentration of B", were used to correct the
neutron counting rate for spurious counts due to highly
ionizing events not necessarily associated with neutrons
in the energy range considered. PreQight calibration
with a Ra-Be source was used to establish the ratio of
the efficiencies of the two counters for neutrons.
Actually, it proved unnecessary to make this correction.

Output pulses from the Geiger counters were fed to
diode coincidence and anticoincidence circuits. e The
(A B) output of this circuitry was scaled by a factor of
16 and the (A B) output by a fact—or of 8. The propor-

~ Perl', Kissinger, and Schroeder, Phys. Rev. 76, 164 (1949).
~ Ho@&land, Schroeder, and Shipman, Rev. Sci. Instr. 18, 55k

(1947).

Frc. i. Geiger counter
arrangement for meas-
uring total ionizing par-
ticle intensity and the
intensity of gamma-
radiation.

tional counter pulses were ampli6ed and also fed to
scaling circuits. A scale factor of 16 was used for the
enriched BF3 counter and a factor of 8 for the normal
BFS counter.

The counter data after scaling was totalized on
four telephone message registers and time reference
was provided by a clock. Ambient atmospheric
pressure was measured by two mercury manometers,
one having a range from zero to 10 cm, and the other
calibrated over a range from 5 cm to 76 cm. A photo-
graphic type thermometer was used to determine the
temperature within the gondola. The entire instrument
group was photographed with a 16-mm gunsight camera
modiled for continuous 61m motion. Exposures were
made at approximately 20-sec intervals by Qashing
four bulbs mounted in a reQector. The time interval
between exposures was set by a cam operated switch
driven by the camera gear train.

The entire equipment assembly including electronics
and batteries was enclosed in a 30-in. pressure-tight
aluminum sphere consisting of two hemispherical sec-
tions spun out of 0.030-in aluminuIn. Prior to Qight
the sphere was covered with a two-inch blanket of glass
wool to prevent excessive temperature changes. By
this means the temperature inside the gondola was held
within the range of 70' to 80'F during the entire Bight.

Both Qights were made from Camp Ripley at Little
Falls, Minnesota. Two 70-ft General Mills polyethylene
cells were used to carry each experiment. The balloons
and Qight services, including tracking and recovery,
were provided by Project Skyhook. Tracking of the

COVER

FIG. 2. Cross section of neutron counter.
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IIL RESULTS

The intensities of the three types of radiation which
were measured are shown plotted as counting rates ms

atmospheric pressure in Figs. 3—6. Figures 3 and 4 show
the results for Flight 1, and Figs. 5 and 6 for Flight 2.
The uncertainties indicated are the statistical probable
errors.

The data shown for Flight 1 covers a time period of
seven hours, approximately 1:00 A.M. to 8:00 A.M. ,
local time. During this entire period the balloon was
ascending. The rate of ascent through the pressure
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Fzo. 3. Intensity of ionizing particles and of gamma-radiation vs
pressure for Flight i.

balloons was accomplished by means of theodolites and
by a Radio sonde in conjunction with the radar. The
Radio sonde also provided altitude data, but the
pressure data from the mercury manometers was used
for all calculations.

Flight 1 was launched at 12:30A.M. , local civil time„
on June 6. This Right climbed to an altitude of approxi-
mately 55,000 feet and leveled o8 until sunrise, when
heating of the gas caused a further slow ascent. The
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FIG. 5. Intensity of ionizing particles and of gamma-radiation vs
atmospheric pressure for Flight 2.
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interval 6.0 cm to 3.1 cm Hg was very slow, requiring
5 hours of the total period. Sunrise was approximately
0412 when the balloon was at an altitude of 18.5 km.

The curves for Flight 2 include data obtained over a
3-hr period from 6:40 P.M. to 9:40 p.M., local time.
Apparently because of a break in one of the balloons,
this Qight did not remain at peak altitude for any
extended period but descended at a rate comparable to
the rate of ascent. Data were obtained throughout the
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Fn. 4. Intensity of fast neutrons vs atmospheric pressure
for Flight j..

5

maximum altitude reached was 75,000 feet at 3.1 cm of
Hg pressure. Data was obtained until 8:30 A.M. local
time, and the equipment was dropped by means of a
parachute. It was recovered immediately.

The second fHght was launched at 690 r.M. on
June 18. It rose to an altitude of 85,000 feet before
sunset, and almost immediately began a steady rapid
descent reaching the surface at about 1040 p.M. local
time. Weather and tracking diQiculties caused recovery
of the equipment to be delayed for several days. The
6lm record was recovered in good. condition.
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Fro. 6. Intensity of fast neutrons vs atmospheric pressure
for Flight 2.
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TABLE I. Data of Flight 1 corrected to constant pressure by TABLE II. Comparison of counting rates for ionizing radiation
means of the curves of Flight 2. The corrected counting rates at different times of day. Corrected for counter differences by
are normalized to unity at the peak rate for each type of radiation. means of ground calibration.

Pressure
altitude
cm Hg

7.60 cm
5,77 cm
5.37 cm
5.15 cm
4.70 cm
4.00 cm
3.56 cm
3.18 cm

Local
civil N alu ' t ns'ty
time Ionizing particles Gamma rays

0205 1.005+0.010 0.974+0.027
0259 0.997~0.009 1.000+0.000*
0405 0.993a0.009 0.969+0.022
I0414
0454 0.994+0.008 1.018&0.022
0549 1.000+0.000 1.014+0.023
0652 0.996+0.008 1.046+0.024
0741 0.990%0.008 1.009~0.027

Neutrons

1.027&0.021
0.979&0.020

1.000m 0.000*
1.003+0.015
0.988+0.016
1.005+0.018
1.016%0.020

+ Normalization point.

flight, and agreement between the counting rates for
ascent and descent are satisfactory for all three meas-
urements. Sunset occurred at approximately 1950 and
an altitude of 21.5 km.

Since the balloons did not remain at a constant
pressure level, the data of Flight 1 were corrected to
constant pressure by means of the curves of Flight 2.
The corrected counting rate was normalized to unity
and is shown in Table I. The uncertainties shown are
the statistical probable errors. The maximum correction
for pressure difference is 15 percent. During the time
interval from 290 A.M. to 8:00 A.M. on June 6, there
was no variation in any of the three measurements
which could be ascribed to a diurnal effect.

A comparison can also be made between the in-
tensities of the ionizing radiation at widely separated
times of day using ground calibration to correct for
counter differences. Table II is a tabulation of the
counting rates of ionizing particles for the two Rights
at an atmospheric pressure of 31 mrn Hg, the maximum
altitude reached by Flight 1, and at the Pfotzer maxi-
mum. The ratio of the effective volumes of the two
counters was found by ground calibration to be 1.01
&0.01. No difference as great as 1 percent was found
in the ionizing radiation intensity between 7:40 A.M.

and 7:40 P.M. , and between 4:05 A.M. and 7:24 P.M. ,
local time.

IV. DISCUSSION

Dwight' has recently published calculations on the
expected magnitude of the diurnal variation. He
assumed a power law spectrum for the incident cosmic

7 K. Dwight, Phys. Rev. 78, 40 (1950).

Flight 1
Flight 2

Pressure
altitude
cm Hg

3.18 cm
3.18 cm

Local
civil
time

0741
1942

Counting rate
ionizing
particles

27.52 &0.12
27.50+0.19

Corrected
counting

rate

27.52 +0.10
2?.77 ~0.26

Ratio

1.009+0.012

Flight 1 5.28 cm 0405 27.22 ~.13 27.22 ~.10 1.002 ~0.013
Flight 2 5.28 cm 1924 27.00+0.20 27.27 +0.28

radiation and an intensity in the "forbidden directions"
of 90 percent of the full intensity. For a solar magnetic
moment of 10'4 gauss-cm', he found that the vertical
intensity should increase by about 7 percent between
490 A.M. and 8:00 A.M. , local time, at 56' magnetic
latitude. Both the magnitude and the phase of the
variation are sensitive to the value of the assumed
magnetic moment. When this was reduced to 0.42&(10~
gauss-cm', a decrease of approximately 4 percent in the
vertical intensity between 8:00 A.M. and 890 P.M. was
predicted.

These calculations apply rigorously only to particles
entering the earth's 6eld in the vertical direction. Our
measurements accepted radiation from all directions.
Malmfors' has shown that when low energy charged
particles are emitted from a sphere into the Geld of a
magnetic dipole their final direction is practically inde-
pendent of the direction of emission over a very large
range about the vertical. The inclusion of a large solid
angle should not seriously affect the results of the
measurement.

The absence of an appreciable diurnal effect as
indicated by these experiments places an upper limit on
the value of the solar magnetic moment below that
required for the latitude cut-off. Since no eBect was
noted in any radiation at the day-night line, the sun
should not be a source of a signiacant portion of these
radiations.

We wish to acknowledge the aid of our colleagues in
the Rocket Sonde Research Branch of the Naval
Research Laboratory, and of the personnel of Project
Skyhook at Minneapolis. We are especially indebted to
Dr. G. J. Perlow for many valuable suggestions on this
problem.

s Kane, Shanley, and Wheeler, Revs. Modern Phys. 21,51 (1949).' Malmfors, Arkiv Mat. Astron. Fysik 30A, No. 12 (1944) and
32, No. 8 (1945).


